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Campus
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to King
verdict
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CFA favors
40 percent
fee increase

ON TOP OF THE GAME

Faculty union switches
sides; sees no choice
By John Perez
Daily staff writer

By Vibha Bansal and Sinita Patel
Daily staff %Miff]

Reactions to the Rodney King case verdict
ranged from shock, sorrow and outrage to solemn
understanding and satisfaction among the SJSU
community Wednesday.
"We as people feel it’s an injustice. We are ...
outraged, angered and pained to the point of tears,"
said Michael Greenwell, president of Striving
Black Brothers and Sisters at SJSU.
"They say a picture is worth a thousand words,
but according to the jury in Los Angeles, a reel of
film is worth only two words not guilty," he
said.
A Simi Valley jury acquitted four police officers
of assault in King’s beating case. The case shocked
the nation last year when an amateur photographer
videotaped King, a black motorist, being beaten by
Los Angeles Police.
The videotape showed the white police officers
beating King with batons, kicking him, breaking
King’s facial and leg bones.
After nearly a three-month trial and week-long
deliberations, the jury acquitted three officers of all
charges. They couldn’t agree on the excessive force
charge against Officer Lawrence Powell.
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See KING, Back Page

SJSU religious
groups define
ways to peace
By Mike O’Reilly
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All parties who came away from the dialogue
on peace Wednesday were encouraged by the open
and honest discussion.
"Defining Peace: An Interfaith Dialogue" provided a forum in SJSU’s Engineering Auditorium
for representatives from Judaism, Christianity and
Islam to explain there views of peace and attempt
to dispel some of the misconceptions held about
the different religions.
Rabbi An Cartun of the Hillel at Stanford
began the proceedings by saying he didn’t represent any particular form of Judaism, however, he
doesn’t see a whit of difference between the various forms.
"Peace is good," Cartun said in a matter-of-fact
way that would become the tone of the entire discussion. "We don’t have enough peace."
Cartun said the Hebrew word for peace,
"Shalom," speaks of wholeness, and that peace
will only occur when the world is whole.
"There will be no peace," Cartun said. "How
could we be at peace if even one percent of the
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Scat Sad -

Shun Ellerbe, an SJSU student and a resident of
Moulder Hall, gets in a reverse jam during the All
Hall Olymnpics slam dunk contest Sunday at Lowell

Daily staff photographa

Elementary School on Seventh Street. The Hall
Olympics were sponsored by the Inter-Residence
Hall Association and last through the week.

See PEACE, Back Page

The California Faculty Association met
Tuesday with state legislators and their
aides on an all-day lobbying trip to Sacramento to express faculty’s concern over
the current budget crisis and their newfound support of the 40 percent fee
increase.
According to CFA President Pat
Nichelson, the CFA in the past has always
been against student fee increases, even
when the student representatives were not.
"The CFA has always been against any
kind of increase in student fees, and we
were against this one in the beginning,"
said Nichelson.
California State Students Association
Legislative Director Jeff Chang said the
legislature had passed $4 million for an
increase in merit pay and that was attached
to the 40 percent increase.
"What we understood was that the
CSU would have merit salary increases.
They forced the (CFA) union into a box,"
said Chang. "They (the CFA) have always
been against fee increases, but now they
are for the increase."
Nichelson said that the CFA was
against this fee increase until they realized
the cold hard reality of the budget problems. According to a press release, the
CFA must urge every legislator to support
the fee increase if no other source of revenue is available.
Currently there are many programs that
are protected by the state against budget
cuts such as the correctional system.
"You can’t put crooks out in the street,
but you sure can the students," said Bill
Crist, professor of economics at CSU,
Stanislaus. "1 don’t like the idea of a fee
increase any more than the students do, but
if it comes down to the increase or cutting
more sections, then I vote for the
increase"
According to the press release, the CFA
has been promised that a majority of the
40 percent increase would go toward
financial aid for those students who need
it.
"Because of that assurance, we feel that
the increase of $372 will not price education out of the students’ reach," said
Nichelson.
Judy Reynolds, head of the Library
Education and Assistance program at
SJSU and co-chair of the political action
committee for CFA, said that in light of
the crushing CSU budget problems, the
fee increase seems like the best thing to
do.
"Without that increase, the library
would face even shorter hours, a cut in
staff and we would not be able to update
the periodical sections," said Reynolds.
"Students would basically be on their
own"
"I think that the trip went well in that
See CFA, Page 3

Students learn about SJSU
campus groups at Club Day
the group, she said, has nothing to do
with racial or cultural minorities, rather it
refers to the arts being a minority on
Even though there were many times campus and in society.
Phil Lam, president of the Vietnamese
when club members in booths outnumbered student onlookers five to one at Student Association, hoped to get more
Club Day ’92. Miguel Avila, Associated exposure for his club, but thought the
Students director of intercultural affairs chances of getting new members was
slim.
and chair of the event, was pleased.
"All the Vietnamese students are in
"Without much advance notice, a lot
of organizations participated," he said. the library studying," he said. His club
didn’t
stop
to
get
plans
to use the $50 to publicize its
"And even if students
information, they saw banners of the future events.
While Paul Kramer, vice president of
clubs and will remember them." Some
past club days, Avila said, have brought the Disabled Student Association,
thought the idea of Club Day was a good
out less than 20 organizations.
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday one, he thought the timing so close to
on San Carlos Street. members from finals was not the best.
"Everyone talks about apathy, apaapproximately 30 clubs and organizations handed out literature and answered thy:’ he said. "You have to do things like
questions hoping to get the word out this to break the mold, but most students
are not thinking of joining clubs now."
about themselves.
Kramer was hoping that some of the
And just for showing up, they
800 students receiving services from Disfrom
A.S.
received $50
The event was sponsored by the A.S. abled Student Services would sign up to
Inter-Organization Council, a committee be active in the Disabled Student Associof the A.S. While it has been inactive in ation. But he said not many people came.
The DSA meets with the staff of difthe past, the IOC plans to be busy and
visible in the upcoming school year pro- ferent departments to talk about the
moting networking and togetherness needs of disabled students and what
among the more than 200 clubs and things can he done to help them. Sometimes it’s little things like moving a doororganizations on campus.
For new groups like Artists in Minori- knob lower that can make such a differDay
was
a
chance
to
introduce
ence,
said Chris Figone. a DSA member
ty, Club
themselves to students. President Natalie and junior business major. In addition,
J. !lamer, a senior theater arts major and DSA co-sponsors Disability Awareness
founder of the organization, said she Day.
wanted to let students in the performing
Janet Olson. a senior in political sciarts, radio and television know about the ence, took the opportunity at Club Day to
services members can offer. The name of
See IOC, Page 3
By Marcia Lepler
Daily staff wnter

Nathan D. Souza
Kathleen

Daily staff phaographer

Heilman, art junior, snaps a photograph of her art project, ’Killer Bees,’ Wednesday in the Art Quad

Arts Week brings creativity into the open
By Dorothy Klavhts
Duly staff writer

Killer bees swing in the tree in front of the
Art Quad. Their heads have changed into
human form. Beneath the bees crouches a
naked woman wearing only a flower wreath.
Two textured torsos stand nearby. Fans twist
and turn on top of their bodies like sightless
eyes.
This sculpture garden is only one part of
Arts Week an event that includes not only
the arts but music, theater and the humanities
and runs through today in the Art Quad across
from the Student 11nion.

The idea was organized by graduate students from instructor Pat Sanders’ contemporary art seminar.
"We wanted to get all the deparunents in
the humanities and arts departments to work
together," said Jack Toolin, one of the seminar
students. "All the disciplines would be together in one arca."
The students have managed to bring
together not only artwork, but jazz trios and
elecuo-acoustical ensembles, a preview of the
play "Squats" from the theater department and
students selling the literary magazine, "Reed."
The students also handed out one -foot
square masonite tiles to art students, design

and engineering students and various groups
on campus. liventy tiles were given to young
children from f’reativity Unlimited, a school
for delayed children. The resulting mural is a
16-foot-by-12-foot display in the sculpture garden.
"The return of the tiles was 75 percent,"
said Terry Davis, one of the week’s organizers. ’limes better than a presidential election."
Davis feels this reinforces the fact that people are interested in the arts.
All the tiles will be auctioned on Wednesday. May 5 at noon, and the proceeds, after
See ART, Page 6
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EDITORIAL
King verdict gives justice
a vicious, brutal beating
Violence now
acceptable for
keeping peace
There’s a stubborn
weight dragging
down one side of the
scale of justice. It’s
forged in the shape of a
badge, and it’s coated with
Teflon.
This dead weight went slip-sliding
through the Great American Legal
System Wednesday as the four Los
Angeles police officers accused in the
Rodney King beating glided out of the
courtroom without a scratch.
Police brutality just got a "Good
Peacekeeping Seal of Approval."
Violence is now an acceptable method
to bring about peace, law and order as
long as those using it are wearing "peace
officers clothing.
Of course. What else could be
expected? It’s the police the spit shined, picture-perfect honor society
which somehow outweighed the jurors’
common sense and decried that a police
department can do no wrong.

Well it can. And it did. And the wrong
is indelibly impressed on videotape.
On videotape which all of America
watched with horror and disillusionment.
Did the jury see, really see, the same
tape? Did they go for snacks during the
part where the mob of "society’s
protectors" beat and kicked and beat and
kicked and beat and kicked a lone man
who had no visible witnesses to support
him?
Somehow the jury saw the film in a
negative version. They must have seen a
vicious black criminal, society’s cancer,
overpowering those innocent, passive
officers of the law. Poor, noble things.
What a crock.
Sure King committed a crime. Sure
he’s no Pat Boone. But what these cops
did was a crime too. Without question.
No doubt. They should be punished.
What were these jurors thinking?
This un-humanitarian decision must
not be allowed to stand. It’s a go-ahead
for unbridled violence in police
departments all over the country.
By far, not all police officers condone
the violence presented by these four. The
ones who truly believe in justice and fair
treatment must move for change.
And so must the citizens the
sometime victims under the so-called
care of the police.
Criminals dressed as cops are pulling
down values and trusts. This weight must
be lifted before it settles.

Fred I /

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Lessons learned
Editor,

AND ANOTHER
THING ... Ted R. Comerford
S. Caljoins confederacy
Welcome to Simi Valley, the
new home of the Ku Klux
Klan. Rodney King’s
heaters were acquitted of
assault charges by a predominantly white
jury in a terminally white suburb of Los
Angeles. Rodney King bad less of a
chance of surviving the trial than he did
his beating.
I share the outrage that is sweeping
through the streets of Los Angeles at this
miscarriage of justice. Welcome to South
Africa; welcome to the Deep South,
South California. On this note. I move
for secession from South California.
Racists and bigots abound. Irvine and
Simi Valley are now the bastions of the
new fascist South. Good riddance.
As you read this. I may be in Los
Angeles, working for justice in this
unjust state where minority groups are
openly brutalized and have no protection,
no power. It is time for the people of
South California to wake up, or die in a
sea of authoritarian darkness. Welcome
to Berlin; welcome to Madrid; welcome
to Rome; welcome to the sunny, plastic,
hollow, fascist society that is Los
Angeles. Welcome to the pit, the "City of
the Angels," the angels of Darkness.

What is the lesson learned here?
"Graduate, get a good-paying job, slip us
(the Alumni Association) a few bucks
and have your purchases subsidized by
the students." Of course, the students can
afford to support the alumni. We all have
so much cash.
At least we now know where all of the
money that we pump into Spartan Shops
Inc. goes, in addition to the
administrative slush funds, of course.
Who the HELL do these people think
they are? Alumni discount my ass!
Other universities have respect for
their students. UCLA’s Chancellor’s
Associates pay $1,500 annually. For their
donation, these alumni receive
preferential seating and ticket availability
for UCLA football and basketball games,
three annual luncheon/breakfast meetings
with the Chancellor of UCLA, a library
card good at all of UCLA’s libraries, a
preferred parking pass and a reduced cost
membership at the Wooden Center gym.
None of these costs are placed on the
backs of the students. No student services
are given away to the alums for a
pittance. General membership in the
UCLA Alumni Association gives few
benefits, mostly notifications of
upcoming events in their newsletter.

Who are these Spartan alumni
anyway? What function do they serve?
Personally, I am steaming that anyone
gets any kind of discount at the Spartan
Bookstore.
In a recent Spartan Daily article, John
Perez informs this student body that the
Spartan Bookstore gives a 20 percent
discount to members of the SJSU Alumni
Association. He goes on to say how the
only requirement for membership is that
one be an alumni of SJSU, and that an
:united fee of $35 be paid. Get real!
Students pay many hundreds of
dollars each semester into "the system"
and are required to pay an inflated price
for books and other items at the
bookstore, while these alumni only pay
$35, which goes to pay Alumni
Association administrative costs and then
are given a discount. I am outraged.

/acknowledge that some SJSU
alums do donate $1,500 and more.
Thank you very much You make
many good things possible here.
What I am speaking against is
students footing the bill for the alums. If
the SJSU Alumni Association wants to
provide an incentive for the alums to
shop at the Spartan Bookstore, it should
set up an account to reimburse Spartan
Shops for the discount. Next, Spartan
Shops will just require us to sign over our
Stafford checks before we go into the
bookstore.
I am sick and tired of getting raped by
Spartan Shops. Return education to the
students. Liquidate the slush funds. Stop
the bribes.

In itemizing the costs of our unsuccessful
presidential search (unsuccessful because the
final pool was so weak), the Daily should
have called attention to two revealing
expenses.
Included in the list was $1,355 for
"PSAC travel" and $2,926 for "lunches and
meeting rooms" That is over $4,300 most
of it wasted because of the unusual decision
to conduct our search off campus.
Whereas Northridge and Sonoma followed the standard CSU practice of conducting their presidential searches from on campus, SJSU chose to operate out of Long
Beach. The effect, if not the motive, was
obvious.
The decision to go to Long Beach, and
that to conceal the identities of leading candidates until the last moment, then the whirlwind campus interviews followed almost
immediately by the announcement of a
choice all served to minimize campus
influence on the process.
It is small wonder that two dozen department chairs signed a petition asking that the
search be reopened, or that hundreds of faculty members wrote letters asking the same
thing, or that influential alumni supported
the protest.
Next time, we can avoid the expense and
the furor by doing the following:
1) Dispensing with a search firm (one
decently written ad in "The Chronicle of
Higher F..ducation" could produce a better
pool than did this year’s effort). In its place,
select campus representatives for the search
team whose careers imply respect for the
mission of a university, veterans of academic
searches with records of solid academic
achievement.
2) Writing a conventional job description,
one based on orthodox academic criteria and
stressing the potential of our Silicon Valley
connection.
3) Conducting the search from on cam Pus.
4) Announcing to special interest groups
that their rights extend to but stop at
the nomination of qualified candidates. No
one group has claim to our next campus
presidency.
5) Remembering that we are looking for
someone worthy to lead a large, diverse and
crucially located university. We are an academic community, an institution of higher
learning, before we are anything else.
Scott Rice
Professor
English department

Ted R. Comerford’s column appears
every Thursday.

Room 924-3280
FAX 924-3282
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stimulated by "pogroms" (organized massacres). However, a parallel wave of Jewish
immigration from Yemen, Morocco, Iraq
Editor,
and Turkey occurred without awareness of
In the Letters to the Editor section of the
European history. They were motiApril 23 edition of the Daily, Bobbye Goren- Heal or
vated by their dream of the return to Zion
berg, Chair of the Academic Senate, purports
and a fear of Arab intolerance.
"to correct an error of fact" in my letter of
Third, Zionism is not racism. True, the
April 22. She asserts that all finalists in the
presidential search had earned doctorates. U.N. adopted such a resolution in 1975. But
This is true but misleading. She does not say the vote was politically motivated, lead by
that two had doctorates of education, which 20 Arab states, backed by Soviet-bloc and
is not now an acceptable terminal degree in many non-aligned and Third World nations.
most departments. The required degree in Now that the political environment has
most cases is a Ph.D., as I pointed out in my changed, the resolution was repealed a few
months ago.
letter.
The first Jewish person was Abraham,
My argument is that we need representatives on the search committee who are elect- who lived in Canaan (what is today Israel),
ed by the faculty to represent the active tradi- not Ethiopia. According to the Ethiopians’
tions and practice of scholarly research (in Jewish tradition, they are an ancient Jewish
the broad sense) and the teaching of its find- sect living in Ethiopia at least since the 10th
ings. We do not need more people whose century B.C. They are descendants of King
time is spent on governance and administer- Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, whose
ing. Gorcuberg’s letter is well meaning, but it son Menelik settled in Ethiopia.
Jews in Ethiopia are called Falasha,
exemplifies the sort of thinking which
which in Amharic means Landless Outcaused the committee to misfire.
siders. They are not considered equal to
Geoffrey Tootell other Ethiopians. On the other hand, Israel
Profes.sor
brought 15,000 Ethiopian Jews in a 36-hour
Sociology department
airlift to Israel last year. By doing so, Israel
proved once again that race is irrelevant to
the state, as opposed to other countries.
Actually, the Ethiopian Jews do consider
Israel as their homeland. They call themEditor,
selves "Beta Israel," meaning House of
History began at 66 A.D. and ended in Israel. This point was brought up on Thursthe 19th century. We concluded this and other day by an Ethiopian Jew, who spoke on
interesting ideas from Zakiya Hassan’s letter campus about her experiences in Ethiopia
(Retelling History, April 24). This is an and Israel.
attempt to fix some of the many distortions
Hassan is right. Israel is not called "Jewpresented in the letter.
ish Land." This is because the country is
Hassan says Judaism is only a religion, named after the traditional biblical name.
just like Islam. We don’t know enough about Nevertheless, it is the land of the Jewish peoIslam to attest to this fact. By the same ple. All Jews qualify automatically as cititoken, Ilassan shouldn’t create imaginary zens, merely by asking for it when they
scenes for the sake of an argument. Islam arrive.
may be only a religion, but Judaism is not.
Finally, Ilassan says the U.S., South
Religion plays an important part in the Jew- Africa and Israel are engaged in a genocidal
ish culture, but not all Jews are religious. war against the indigenous population.
Among the non -religious Jews was the Genocide is defined in the dictionary as the
founder of political Zionism, Theodor Herzl. systematic preplanned annihilation of a
Even Hassan said so, thus disputing her own whole people or nation. Hassan’s use of the
theory of Judaism being a religion only.
word diminishes its true meaning and constiAccording to Hassan, "the movement to tutes nothing more than cheap demagoguery.
create the illegal state of Israel was founded Obviously, Hassan is interested in the subon the political and racial doctrines of Zion- ject; too bad she doesn’t check her facts.
ism." We have never read so many lies (or
April Goodman
lack of knowledge) in one sentence.
Senior, child development
First, a country is "illegal" if it’s not con(tier Sabadosh
sidered by the world as an entity. However.
the United Nations recognized the State of
Junior, business
Israel in 1947 (not 1917, as Hassan said) and
admitted it to its ranks in 1949. Israel is a
Anna Vampolsky
legal state, as legal as Great Britain, France,
Sophomore, economics
or Ethiopia.
Amos Fabian
Second, Jewish immigration from Eastern
Junior, journalism/political science
Europe to the land now called Israel was

Good intentions, etc.

History repeats
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ASIAN STUDENT UNION:
Issues in politics and leadership, 4:30
p.m., BC 3, call 924-5751.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Ska
music group concert, noon, Student
Union Amphitheater, call 924-6261.

B.A.S.E. (BLACK ALLIANCE
OF SCIENTISTS AND
EN(;INEERS): Meeting, 6 p.m.,
ENGR 358, call 924-8419.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Dinner
fellowship, 6 p.m. - 7 p.m., Campus
Ministry Center, call 298-0204.
DISABLED STUDENTS
ASSOC.: Spring Barbecue, 11 a.m. 1
p.m., call 924-6000.

IOC

From Front Page
we taught the senators what is really
happening in higher education. We
did some teaching on this trip," said
Nichelson.

From Front Page

According to Nichelson, some of
the assemblymen that they talked to
did not even know that there was a
difference between the University of
California system and the CSU system.
"One of the assemblymen even
asked us about the scandal with outgoing UC-Berkeley President Gardener, we explained to him that he
was in the UC and we were in the
CSU," said Nichelson.

WE KNOW
VOLLEYBALL
’Net Systems, Equipment, Balls.
Volley wear, Hats, Bags.
’indoor/Outdoor Shoes.
Net & Ball Rentals.
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browse and learn a little more about
sororities. She hopes next year to join
one and appreciated the chance to talk
to the some of them.
One member of the Society of
Latino Engineers and Scientists had a
smile on his face the club signed
up at least one new member.
Avila hopes that members of clubs

do

CHINESE CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP: Music day, 2:30
p.m. - 5 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm., call
293-2881.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
"Fiddler on the Roof’, 7 p.m., Campus

STUDENT CALIF. TEACHERS
ASSOC.: Alan Sweger speaks, noon,
SH 331, call 264-1308.
THEATRE ARTS DEPT.: Play
"Squats", 8 p.m., University Theatre
call 924-4555.
WOMEN’S STUDIES
PROGRAM: 20th Anniversary
Celebration. 2:45 p.m., Spartan
Memorial Chapel, call 924-5592.

and organizations will involve themselves in IOC in the fall.
But if they need extra incentive,
A.S. is ready.
In the 1992-93 A.S. budget,
$40,000 is earmarked for the purpose
of paying $100 per semester to each
club or organization which actively
participates.
A.S. is in the process of defining
what "actively participating" means.

CARLSBAD, Calif. (AP) A disaster relief agency is
collecting money and supplies for those injured or left
homeless in Guadalajara, Mexico, by a series a gas explosions, officials said.
World Emergency Relief, a nonprofit Christian ministry,
is trying to collect $50,000 in the next week for victims of
last week’s explosions. It also intends to solicit businesses
for items like blankets, bottled water and baby food as part
of the effort, dubbed "Operation: I lelp Now."

"Our ministry, our goal, is to relieve as much of the suffering as possible," Richard Owsley, executive vice president of the Carlsbad-based organization said in kicking off
the campaign Tuesday.
Two U.S. airlines have agreed to fly the supplies for free
in commercial aircraft headed to Guadalajara. The first 10
tons of food and new clothing collected by the agency and
stockpiled in a New Orleans warehouse is scheduled to
leave in a few days, Owsley said.

Earn $ while you quit smoking
Go to The each this Summer
California State University, Long Beach
Summer Sessions ’92 3 Sessions
June 1 - July 10 June 22 - July 31 July 13 - August 21
Over 1300 classes offered in 75 departments
Easy registration -VISA and MasterCard accepted
No formal admission to the University required
Day and evening classes
General Education classes
Units ate transferrable
Call for a free class schedule: (310) 985-2360
or write to: Summer Sessions, CSULB,
1250 Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90840-8002

COPIES
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S
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ministry, call 450-1770.
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HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., Pacheco Rm., call
365-2879.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
Yom Hashoah holocaust, 7 p.m 9:30
p.m., A.S. Council Chambers, call 4301770.

Contribution sought for Guadalajara quake victims

CFA
"I think that most of them had no
idea bow higher education really
works, most of them have kids in private schools."

GAY, LESBIAN AND
BISEXUAL ALLIANCE:
Elections, 4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Rm., call 236-2002.
GAY, LESBIAN FACULTY /
STAFF ASSOC.: Meeting, noon 1:15 p.m., Alumni Room (Old
Cafeteria), call 924-2456.

Thursday, Apr1130, 1992

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.
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To participate in the Tobacco Use Awareness and Cessation (TUAC) Project, sponsored by San Jos,
State University Student Health Service. Students, staff and faculty tobacco users who register for the
program and attend 4 counseling sessions will receive a $20.00 certificate valid at Spartan Shops dining
facilities and Spartan Bookstore. Individuals who attend the counseling sessions with a student, staff, or
faculty tobacco user will receive a $28.00 certificate.
Remember, health problems associated with tobacco use have increased! It is the chief, single, cause of
premature mortality in America, responsible for more than 390,000 deaths 1 in 6 U.S. deaths each
year. Also, in the United States alone an estimated 53,000 people die from secondhand smoke each year
DON’T WAIT!!! A limited number of rewards are available for spring and summer 1992. Learn quit
tobacco use skills now and receive a financial reward for your efforts. Call (408) 924-6119 or 924-6117
and make an appointment today.
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midnight to 6 a.m. self-serve copies

Short
Term
Commitments
Long Term
Gains
Need extra money for school ’
Call Western Temporary
Services. We’re experts .11
fitting your school and
vacation schedule to your
work schedule. After school ,
during break,. Christmas timi.
Easter time. summertime or
Anytime. We have 40 years II
experience and eight division,
ready to find the perfect lob
for you. Western offers gixxl
pay, immediate openings and
flexible schedules. Stop by otir
office or give us a call.
Western Temporary Sers
The one to call when Y.
want to work.
Campbell
371-7171
Milpitas-Applegate 942-1919
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(415) 494-8040
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the perfect place

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
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93 E. San Carlos St. at Third St.
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Safe Mace Storage
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Spartans still
attempt to find
themselves
Reduced to a long shot in
the Big West race for a
spot in the postseason by a
grisly weekend at 11CIrvine, the SJSIJ baseball team is
going through a late-season identity
crisis. Are the Spartans really the
team that occupied the lofty perch
of mid-April, a first-place tie with
Long Beach State in the Big West?
Or are they really the team that has
lost eight of its last nine conference
games to dive precipitously into
mediocrity?S1St1 head baseball
coach Sam Piraro hopes to find out,
and quickly. He has a week and a
half. Thoughts of the postseason are
"not even a priority" at this point,
Piraro said.
In that case, the Spartans’ season
is reduced to six games. Against six
tough opponents. MU hosted the
nationally-ranked California Golden
Bears on Wednesday. This
weekend, the Spartans play a twogame home and away series against
Sacramento State, which Piraro said
has won 19 of its last 23 games. On
Tuesday, USF comes to town.The
season ends with a three-game
series at Muni Stadium against Cal
State Fullerton. Piraro calls the
Titans a team that "could very well
win the national championship."
Piraro said the Spartans need to
"reestablish our goals at this point.
We can’t think about winning seven
in a row. ’Ile players are a little
smarter than that. "My personal
opinion is this team never recovered
from the Fresno State series."
Fresno State swept the Spartans
in a three-game series at
Bulldog Stadium, coming
from behind in two of the three
games. But a solid performance at
UC-Irvine could have redeemed the
Spartans and put them in position
for a run at a postseason berth.
Against the Anteaters, the
Spartans used every imaginable way
to lose. In the first game, SJSU got
no pitching and was bombed 14-3.
In the second game, SJSU got no
hitting and wasted a solid pitching
performance from senior Donnie
Rea, falling 4-0. It was deja vu time
in the final game ,as the Spartans
took a 3-2 lead into the late innings
before watching the Anteaters do a
splendid Fresno State impersonation
and come hack to win 4-3.
"It’s been that type of deal,"
Piraro said. "The players tend to
start looking over their shoulders."
It’s Piraro’s job to get his team to
look straight ahead for the rest of
the season.
Jim Johnson’s baseball column
appears every Thursday
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SJSU continues to fall, loses to Cal
By Jim Silva
Daily staff Writer
In a game that typified the Spartan baseball
team’s season, SJSU blew a seventh inning, 5-4
lead and lost 9-6 to the Cal Bears in a non-conference match-up Wednesday afternoon at
Municipal Stadium.
who were once tied for the
The Spartans
Big West Conference lead dropped their
eighth straight game.
Since April 11th, when they were tied for first
in the Big West, the Spartans have dropped 10 of
their last 11 games and now are in fifth place in
the Big West standings with an 11-10 record.
SJSU was up 3-0 against Cal going into the
top of the fifth inning when Spartan head coach
Sam Pampa brought in junior right-hander Mike
Bausch.
Rausch gave up four hits and four runs in one
inning of work and Cal was up 4-3.
SJSU battled back in the bottom of the sixth
with two runs on Kraig Con.stantino’s bases-loaded single.
Piraro then brought in senior left-hander Donnie Rea, who gave up six hits and four runs in the
top of the seventh.
The Bears added one more run in the eighth
and SJSU was unable to make another comeback. Rea took the loss for the Spartans and
dropped his record to 1-4.
"We were two pitching performances short of
getting it done," Piraro said. "Donnie couldn’t get
the outs that he needed."
SJSU dropped its record to 27-20-1 overall.
Cal improved to 30-18 overall.
For Piraro, the biggest blow to the Spartans’
season was when his team traveled to Fresno
State on April 16th to take on the Bulldogs.
SJSU was swept in the three-game series and has
yet to recover.
That series, Piraro said, still is affecting his
team.

).ol y staff photographer
Senior Spartan outfielder Jason Bugg is tagged out at home plate by UC-Berkeley catcher Dan Trump. The Golden Bears defeated SJSU 9-6 Wednesday
SJSU hosts Fullerton State for a three-game
"That Fresno series took a lot out of our plays a two-game, home and away series this
weekend against the Hornets of Sacramento series one week later, on May 8, 9 and 10,:at
team," Piraro said after the C.al game.
Municipal Stadium. The Titans are tied for secState.
"It took the heart out of us:’
The Spanans host Sacramento State at Munic- ond place with Long Beach State with a 13-5
The Spartans will have to recover quickly if
record.
-they hope to end the season positively. &MU ipal Stadium on Saturday at 1 p.m.

Women golfers cruise to Big West title
Walton leads
SJSU to sixth
straight win

’We’re peaking at the right times. If
anyone can beat (the number one
ranked University of Arizona), we’re the
team to do it.’

By Brian Harr
Daily staff Writer
Lisa Walton, who led SJSU’s golf
team to a victory at the Southern Intercollegiate Invitational over spring
break, has done it again.
I ler final round 67 on Tuesday led
the Spartans to a blowout victory in the
1992 Big West Conference Women’s
Golf Championships at the Virginia
Country Club in Long Beach.
SJSU’s five team members, currently ranked second in the country by
Golfstat, occupied five of the top six
individual spots including the first four.
The Spartans were a conferencerecord-setting 66 strokes ahead of host
Long Beach State University.
This marks the sixth consecutive

Mark Gale
SJSU Women’s Golf Coach
Big West Conference victory. "We’re
peaking at the right times," head coach
Mark Gale said.
This also marks Walton’s third victory this season. She won the Lady
Sun Devil Tournament earlier this season.
Her final-round 67 was the secondbest score posted by the team this season. Tracy Hanson shot a 66 in the
LSU Tournament.
Behind Walton, in second through
fourth respectively, were Tracy Hanson, Nicole Homer and Ninni Sterner.
Nicole Mateme tied for sixth with
New Mexico State’s Tina Drabble.
Sunday and Monday, the team will

The Associated Students Program Board presents the
311.2M1a.
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San Jose State University
Tower Lawn Area, 12 noon
Sunday, May 3, 1992
FREE ADMISSION
ROD PIAZZA and the MIGHTY FLYERS
LITTLE CHARLIE and the NIGHTCATS
JUNIOR W ATSON /LYNWOOD SLIM BLUES BAND
THE BOBBY MURRAY BAND

be in Palo Alto for the California Collegiate Tournament at Stanford, but
coach Gale is looking ahead to the
nationals where he expects his team
and the University of Arizona cur
rently ranked number one by Golfstat
to go head -to-head.
"If anyone can beat ‘cm, we’re the
team to do it," he said.
Earlier this season at what was
coined the preview to the nationals,
THE FAMILY JEWELS
A SANDY IRISH CHURCH
UNDERCUT FROM BELOW
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT SCATTERED
THE OTTOMAN REMAINS ST/11 GLOW
Dedicated to my grandfather Joseph Chester
tune (Kline and Bonebrake, IC & [K ,
photographers, Akron I A pioneer in rob
photography, he bought his wife Margaret
"Peg" C Maths (a high school classmate of
John S Knight of Knight Ridder) a Willys
Knight (whose intinesake W1 Willy died
with Joseph Patrick Kennedy, Jr in 1944
(Joe in ’s sister Kick’s husband
Marquess of Hartington, also 1944 (Kick
died in ’48 there’s a fee photo of the 3
from the wedding in the NY Times 1)1 He
died of alcoholism in (944 (2/2) leaving 3
children Joseph, Janet and William (of
DePere, WI and salesman for Employers’
Insurance of Wausau (deed ’86 1)

GINNY SAKELLAR
for more info call the RAT’ Line, (408)924-6261

’Rapid Apathy Terminator funded by Associated Students

San Jose State
University
NO GLASS CONTAINERS

in.., SW

g

0
San Carlos Ss.

BAM, Guitar Showcase, JJ’s, Heritage Cablevision, KSJS, Metro, Mother Lode Prod.; South
Bay Blues Awards, Paramount Imports, Sound On Stage, Spartan Shops, SUpro, WMI Services

Nelson

Personnel Sef,CCS

Work at Top Silicon
Valley Companies in
the following fields:

rrlat 6.1 Ma..119.1 OeneeelOffice.Felong. rypsne
Dere Feely Moly, Nuenetie RecopOoren Mukt.Lines
Shiopeee.Reeerveig. Tee/ink-al
1-2 yr.. exp. req. /No Fees A40f4) 241-8450

Arlim

4MIIVIAVnr
TOTAL TEST PREP
E

EDUCATIONAL GROUP
1072 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road
Suite A-I03
Call (408) 252-43(X)

BUSINESS MAJORS
Mentor Program
Cardinet-Hughes-Clayton is offering career
opportunities
for
business
graduates
interested in sales and marketing.
Participate in a Sales or Marketing Mentor
Program and get first-hand experience from
professionals in the field, while earning a
salary plus commission.
Cardinet-Hughes-Clayton also offers a wide
variety of financial products and services to
business owners and professionals.

?

CARIANEF
HlIGHES
CIAYIDN

Also, to WE Wright (son of Christina
EKhenberger,) who helped his brother C
Nelson, who had been selling tools horn the
trunk of his can, found the Wright Tool 8
Forge Co in Barberton, OH in 1927 W[
was found dead in the backseat of his can by
the (haulier on the return trip to the office
from lunch on 11/18/29 His obituary in
the Akron Beacon Journal, a very interestmg
piece, allured on page 1 beneath the
headlines, "Announce Wright Services Are to
he Held at Home, Rev Stephen E Keeler
May Come from Chicago to Officiate at
Rites, Name C of C Committee," arid
included a eulogy from Harvey Firestone,
one of W F ’s Florida neighbors, as well as
an account of the death (The day’s overall
headline in the Beacon Journal, a Knight
Ridder paper, was, "Railroads Speed Up
Building," pertaining to a Si billion
6Buildvn
program Nelson, whose only child Richard
born 10/16/28, died Easter
Sunday, 1972

FOR MORE INFO, CALL Teresa 998-1600 OR aND RESUME TO:
Cardinet-Hughes-Clayton 99 Almaden Blvd., Suite 555 San Jose, CA 95113

Please see my ads in the 7/20/90
Ckikland Tribune (p 11), 3/24/91 S
Chronicle/Examiner (notebook, p 60),
3/31/91 Boston Globe (p 26), 9/6/91
Cleveland Plain Dealer (Friday’, p 18);
11/22/91 Dalkis Morning News (p A13),
12/27/91 NY Times (p 415), 2/14/92
Times of London (p 9) Always remember
Alice Cooper’s "Billion Dollar Babies," and
watch out for spiders’

With over 22 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
campus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way.
Why not give it a try?
To get started call 924-5467, or visit us in WSQ 115
You’ll be glad you did.

THE GARY SMITH BLUES BAND
LITTLE JOHN CHRISLEY

Although SJSU didn’t win as a team,
Walton finished first.
Walton, with her three victories this
season, and Hanson, who has won
twice, were named Co-Big West
"Players-of-the-Year," while their
coach, Gale, was named Big West
Conference "Coach-of-the-Year."

FM

Richard Bruce Wright, 11
b 8/31/60, c 9 am, Akron
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SJSU WEATHER: TODAY - Partly cloudy with
T MORROW - Sunny with highs in the mid 70s.

WORLD EVENTS

@ Muslim women
@Unification
shoulder their
causes problems
weapons
not solutions

Neiertz, who submitted the bill, said it would
increase public awareness that sexual harassment is a crime.
"In the public sector, I can assure you that
the victims are discouraged from filing suit,"
Mrs. Neiertz said.
The legislation would reinstate employees
PARIS (AP) - The Cabinet on Wednes- fired for resisting sexual harassment and outday approved a bill that would make sexual law salary cuts, demotions or transfers of peoharassment in the workplace a crime punish- ple for sexual reasons.
The bill strengthens existing labor laws
able by prison. Backers say it would be the
toughest such measure in Western Europe. and is expected to be passed by Parliament. It
Widely supported by labor unions, man- applies to both physical and verbal forms of
agement and women’s groups, the proposed sexual harassment.
According to a recent survey, 21 percent
law would punish offenders with fines of
$360-3,600 and imprisonment of up to one of France’s male and female working population faced sexual harassment at some point in
year.
Secretary of Women’s Rights Veronique their careers.

O Cabinet
approves
harassment bill

BERLIN (AP) - Not long ago, the newly
united Germany seemed to have so much
going for its - size, economic strength, new
global influence - that some people feared
its potential power.
Now a nation known for order and efficiency has trash in the streets, trains that
won’t run, a budget deficit, seriocomic political chaos and a chancellor criticized by his
own Cabinet.
What happened to the country that
seemed, just a year ago, to be on the threshold
of becoming an impact player in the new
world arena?
"I keep thinking about why things turned
so sour," said Heinrich Vogel, director of the
German Institute for International Studies in
Cologne. "Now everybody pities us."
Vogel said Germany, like other Western
nations, is having difficulty adjusting to the
fiscal and philosophical realities of the Cold
War’s end.
"We have approached the end of an era,
the end of the old Germany being part of the
Western system as it was, deeply embedded
and defined by the Cold War," he said.
"Now, it’s the morning after. It’s a new
ball game and nobody has figured out the
rules."
Germany’s problems start at the top,
where Chancellor Helmut Kohl faces
unprecedented dissent and turnover in his
fractious three-party governing coalition.

TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) - Rows of women
in army uniform adjust their shoulder
weapons in firing position. A female officer
shouts orders to operators of an anti-tank
weapon. Indoors, more women officers
decode Morse code messages.
This is no live exercise.
It’s part of a show staged for Western
media at the Tripoli Military Academy for
Girls nearly two weeks after U.N. sanctions
were imposed on Libya over its refusal to surrender suspects in the bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103.
"We are ready to fight imperialism, American interference and Zionist plots," said Soad
Bashir, a middle-aged instructor at the academy.
She told reporters she had sacrificed marriage and a family to devote her life to Col.
Moanunar Gadhafi’s revolution, appealing to
young girls to devote themselves "like nuns"
to the revolution.
"We need more revolutionary women in
Libya. We are aiming for 5 percent of the
female population," she said. Libya’s has 4.2
million people.
The academy has been operating since
1979 and some of its graduates have gone on
to become bodyguards for Gadhafi, often
appearing at his side at conferences.
Reporters for Western news organizations,
barred by Libyan officials from news coverage for 10 days in the wake of the U.N.imposed sanctions, were suddenly taken on a

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see A.S.
Office or call 800-655-3225.
WANTED - COMPACT DISC
Sammy Hagar - All Night Long 8,
Nine On A Ten Scale. $ neg.
Call John 947-1268.
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African grfts
463 So. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, CA. 951.28.279-3342.
LOSE HALF YOUR BUTT
BY SUMMER!
Leading edge scientific formulas,
used by the pros for weight loss &
body sculpting with fast results!
No drugs! Not a diet! All natural!
100% guaranteed! 408 496-1318
115,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California.
Rates as Iowan S20. per month.
A Dental Care plan is also available
for as little as $4.75 per month
To apply for coverages, Call
(408) 252-7300.
WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week
as a Community Friend, providirg
social support to those
suffering from mental illness
Great experience for psych. majors
We train. (408) 436-0606.

COMPUTERS
Compaq Portable 2FD ptr 8250.
IBM PC 2FD mono. + ptr. $250.
IBM XT 10M mono. $300.
IBM AT 20M COLOR $450.
IBM P5/2 50Z VGA 30M $650.
Cash/terms 4519322 248-8321.

FOR SALE
GRAPHIC DESIGN MAJORS:
Color inaging system to make
ints/color overlays for comps.
New $185. (408) 971-61.01.

HELP WANTED
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE THE
ENVIRONMENT.
Earn $2500 -$3500.
National campaign pasitions to
promote comprehenswe recycling,
pesticide reform and
cub global warming.
Available in 29 states and D.C.
DeAnza interviews - 5/20.
Call Jamie
1-800-75-EARTH.
NELSON PERSONNEL SERVICES
Work at Top Silicon Valley
Companies in the following fields:
Secretarial-Mac, IBM
General Office - Filing. Typing
Data Entry - Alpha Numeric
Receptionist - MultkLines
Shipping / Receiving
Technical.
1 - 2 years experience required.
No fees.
(408) 241-8450.
GREAT LOCAL MARKETING FIRM
experiences explosive growth.
Part time Flexible schedule.
Good 1000rrie Call (408)970-0889.

ACTIVISTS - TIRED OF TOXICS?
Act now. Summer jobs $3500. $5000. Silicon Valley Tones
Coalition is now hiring concerned
people who want to help clean up
Silicon Valley! We train for outreach
and fundraising positions. Career
pos.. Travel opps., Attend National
Conference. Positive work environment. Women & Minorities encour.
aged to apply, Call 408 288.SVTC.
HELP WANTED IN AUTO RELATED
industry. Affiliate of the
Young Entrepenuer’s Society.
Great resume builder.
Call Ten at (408) 736-0308.
SPERM DONORS NEEDED FOR
laboratory testing. Must be
screened for communicable
deseases. Will be compensated.
Please call Fertility & Reproductive
Health Institute between 2 pro. and
4 pm, for details. (408) 358.2500.
WORK WHEN YOU WANTII
International marketing firm
expanding into area. Seek several
high powered key people to assist
in rapid expansion. Call 578-0214.
MATURE, STABLE FEM. WANTED
for live-in school -age childcare.
Rm./Brd. $100/wit 241..9630. SC.
SUMMER TEACHING POSMON
California’s most repected reading
school is hiring reading ervehment
teachers. FT summer work,
$400.-$500./Wk. + mi. allotment,
health benefits. Paid training.
flexible hrs. Undergrad degree
required. Need car. Hone teaching
skills while helping kids learn to
love books. 415 759.6950.
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT
(Located on Light Rail)
Accepting applications for parttime cashier and kitchen positions.
Fin, fast-paced atmosphere. Must
be energetic. enthusiastic, depend
able and neat in appearance.
Apply in person at PASTA MIA,
2565 No, First Street (at Trimble).

AC
TIV
ISM
The taking of action to achieve a
political
or
social
change.
CALIFORNIA CITIZEN ACTION
is now hiring articulate energetic
EARN an for your fraternity,
sorority, ClUb Of business by selling people to make California e better
silkscreened tshirts or sweatshirts place to Rye, Get involved in your CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
future. Benefits/travel/advance. $2,000.+/month + world travel.
w/ your custon design or logo.
merit oppty. Hrs. 2-1.0 p.m. $325.- Holiday, summer & career employ.
(6 color max) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clara, $550, /week. Call (408) 2805077. rnent available. No experience necessary. For employment programCall Brainstorm Graphlee for.
GET HIRED! Learn how to gat Call: 1.206545-4155 ext. C523.
quote today!!! 4984343.
employers to call you! Discover
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?
DO YOU HAVE BAD CREDIT? Learn NEW type of job-getting resume. For
Cruise ship jobs open now! Earn
to establish good credit! Save Free information send name,
$500. Free details: send SASE to address to: WISE, 1259 El Camino $55. Travel to vacation areas. Free
details Send SASE to PO Box
8190, Menlo Perk, CA 94025.
Box 720084. San lose, CA 95172
720084. San Jose, CA 95172
AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED!!! 00-00 DANCERS - Sunnyvale Bar,
87.00-5.00 PER HOUR
Get free grants up to $500,000. flexible hours, good pay, no nudity,
Fullbme or Perttime
from US Gov’t, and not pay a penny most be 21 or over. Call pager
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS.
back! Get 10-20 secured credit (408) 552.2699 or (408) 5528694
Excellent benefits
cards It only 8% with $4000. for interview.
Credit union
instant credit. Complete listing of
Vacation pay.
govt job openings horn $25k-63k. LOCAL PEST CONTROL COMPANY
Free uniforms or non uniformed.
needs energetic sales people for
For information write to: I.C.S. Boo
Referral bonus.
door to door sales High potential
3205, Saratoga, CA. 95070-1205,
Apply: Mon.. Fri. 8 am.. 5 pm.
income, will license and train. Call
Vanguard Security Services
289.7891 and leave a message.
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
$1,000,000,000 in financial aid is
Berm San Tomas/Olcott near 101.
COUNSELOR/ DIRECT CARE
available to students annually.
Staff needed M local
I.0 S. Corp. can find 6 to 25
HOMEVIORKERS NEEDED NOW!!
residential facilities for
sources of financial assistance
Earn 111,000. weekly mailing our
young adults with autism and
geared specifically to you. For free
circulars in your spare tine at
related disabilities FT/PT positions
and complete information, write to,
home! GuerenteedI Free supplies &
available. Start $6.--$6.25 /hour.
I.C.S. Corp P.O. Boo 3205
postage! Easy money! Begin now’
Supervisor positions available with
Saratoga CA. 95070.
No experience necessary!
prior experience. $7.-$7.25/hour.
’Time is a terrible thing to waste.’
Free details! Send L SASE to’
Call 408 448-3953.
Do it now.
SMS. Dept. Col -11A, Box 610,
Cordova. TN 380180610.
PRIVATE PRESCHOOL
in downtown San Jose seeks
PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
TEACHER kv/ min. 12 units ECE
Earn $ADO - 812.00 per hour!
experence for morning program
1988 OLDS CUTLASS 2 DR II. CPE
Will train. Full or pert time.
V6, SC, pe, pb, pw, AM/FM Cass All 8’30 -1:00. Call Lauren 286.1533,
Flexible hours Paid daily.
merit reds. $4750 obo. 259.2811.
Campaign Management Services.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
(408)248.7406.
Many positions Greet benefrts. Call
AUTO INSURANCE
800 338-3388 Ext. P.3310
Campus Insurance SerViCe
NEEDED immediately
LIFEGUARDS
Programs
Student
Special
Please call Charlet for information.
$40,000/YRI READ BOOKS
Serving SJSU for 20 years
358-3636.
and TV scripts. Fill out simple
"Great Rates for Good Orion’s"
’like/clont like’ form. EASY! Fun,
’Good Rates for Non-Good Peers’
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Guaranteed paycheck.
’Good Student’
FREE 24 hour recording.
’Family Multi-car"
NI RISE BLDG. BRIGHT, AIRY
801.379.2925.
CALL TODAY
1 Br Apts. with A.E HOW. A.0 .
CopyrightS CA29KEB
296-5270
covered parking, intercom
gated
QUOTE
FREE
entry, laundry OK for 2
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 1992?
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Rent from $695. Quiet, nice for
Earn $500. - $1000. weekly
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
staff 1 block from campus
Mining envelopes. For details:
Aspen Vintage Tower 2974705.
Rush $1 00 with SASE to:
CHEAP! Fit/U.S. SEIZED
018 Group Inc.
8200.
89 Mercedes
PLAN AHEAD FOR THE FALL
1019 Lk. Sherwood*
850.
86 VW
semester. Now accepting spoke.
Orlando, FL 32818
$100.
87 Mercedes
bons for 2 bdrm./2 be, apartments
$50
65 Mustang
for
Aug. 1. occupancy. Call Den at
AVARAOLEI
JOBS
POSTAL
starting
Choose from thousands
Many positions Great benefits. Call 295-5256 or come by State House
at $25 FREE 24 hour recording
Apts. corner of 11th and William
800 338.3388 En P.3310.
reveals details 801.379.2929
Copyright 0 CA29KIC

AUTOMOTIVE

HOUSING

FOR SALE. 2 BD./2.6 BA. CONDO
Private secure parking. End unit
Agent George Garza.
(510) 490-2100

COLONNADE APTS. NEED FEMALE
roommate for July 92- 93
$300./mo. Lots of extras!
Call now! 924-8826 or 924-8827.
2 BDRM/2 BATH -117110./MO.
Clean, security, free cable, laundry.
508 South 11th St.
Call Josh, Cole, Scott at 275-8625.

TRAVEL
HEADED FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER?
Just $269. will get you there
(and/or back!) ANYTIME, from SFO
on a commercial et, no catches,
Just be minimally flexible.
AIRHITCH
800 397.1098.

SERVICES
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
make-over & skin care analysis.
Professional image consultant.
Quality products at 40-75% less
then retail. Small groups or
individuals. Call Tracy 947-1537.

PhD. APTS. SIR/IBA AVAIL 6/1.
Across the street from SJSU.
Pool / Srrideck. $575./mo.
Private parking space available.
Call Gene at 287.6970.

AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN
SERVICE TO SAN JOSE!
Try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains to
Sacramento. leaving San Jose at
6:35 am., 12:35 pin. & 5:10pm.
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis,
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee. and Marysville / ()royale
/ Chico / Red Bluff / Redding. One
Amtrak ticket covers both train and
bus. One-way fare to Sacramento:
$23. Roundtros only $30. most
days. 3 daily departures also available from San Jose to Fresno /Hanford / Bakersfield via direct Amtrak
bus to trainside at Stockton.
For information:
Call 1-800 -USA-RAIL

MEN -WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing, or
using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. BACK-CHESTLIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC
Students 8. faculty 15% discount.
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
5/31/92. Hair Today Gone
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
#17, Campbell. (408) 379-3500.
Gwen, Trish or Marilee,
Registered Electrologsts.

NEW, FRESH & CLEAN. 3 bdrm./2
be. apt. 2 blocks to campus. Gated
garage. Avail. 5/1. 99135485.
Special summer rates. Call today.
2 BR/1 BA 2 BLOCKS FROM SJSU
Free CATV & 1 car space. Part. rum.
$630/mo. 1year lease. 268-0439.
GATEWAY APTS, NOW ACCEPTING
applications for Fall. Lrg. 2 bdrm. 2
bath. Free cable TV. Game room w/
pool table & ping pong. BBQ area.
Corner of 4th & William. Ideal for
4 students. Call today. 947.0803.

NEED COLLEGE FUNDING?
Send a SASE to:
Passer, College Fundsearch
3818 Kirkham Street
San Francisco, CA 94122

HOUSEMATE to share townhouse.
So. San Jose. W/D, OW., garage,
pool. Nice area, M/F. $345./mo.
1/3 utll. Cell Gerry 2117.2338.

SS JEREMIAH O’BRIEN
RAY CRUISE
America’s Mat weltered Liberty
Ship. Sunday, May 17. Incl. R/1
transportation form SJSU,
full-day cruise, on
-ship
entertainment, buffet lunch.
2 tickets, reg. $110. ea.
Sell for $60. each. Call 268-4538,

VOICEMAIL $8. PER MONTH.
No deposit, installation or deposit
costs. Private and secure.
Simple to use. For information’
Call 1 800 6513356

4 BDRM. HOUSE. 2 ROOMS avail.
May 1st, Master: $425. + 1/3 util
Other: $350. + 1/3 util. Kitchen &
family room. Full prN, Leh/Curtner Call Valerie (408) 371-7539

50% discount on all PERMANENT
COSMETICS by TRISH Entrance
your natural beauty!! EYE LINEREYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
SCARS BLENDED. Expires 5-31-92.
40114794500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave 1117
Campbell, Ca, 95008.

SUMMER RENTAL
Discount possible 2 bdrm/2 bath.
Free beam cable, laundry facility.
security entrance, remodeled,
close, convenient. Call Dan at
295-5256 or leave a message
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
3.410 Stevens Creek San Jose
Open Daily. 11 a.m.-5 p.m
241-6610 or 241-1611.
A shared housing service
Lookers Free - Havers $20. Fee.
Over 100 listings available!
The simplest and best way
to find a roommate

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, PfleXICO, Europe. U.S.?
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares
408 997.3647 Arlene.
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year,
graduate, summer end
internship programs in Perth.
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520.
Call 1.800-879-3858,

COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
Elobilay regardless of grades
arid income for most*
"Minimum 7 souroas gurarenteeo
’Over $10 billion in
private sector aid*
For free info call:408 927-9299

WORDPROCESSING
STUDENT PAPERS RESUMES.
Call Mrs. Morton 266.9448. Expertise on AR, MLA, Turablen formats.
Will edit for correct grammar,
punctuation, & sentence structure.
prepare tables, and graphs;
print out in Meet!ve laser type.
(Will also edit your DOS disk.)
International Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. Hrs. 7a.-8:30p.

SCHOLARSHIPS
College scholarships available
nationwide Recorded message
gees details
1 (510)429-8497

Rent 1 harm. $650 1 studio 11410.
Atlas/Alameda, 10 units. Quiet.
bike distant, bus line 379-2820.
2 BEDROOM APT. SM./MONTH.
Close in
Modern building
Free basic cable service
Secure parking
Elevator
Laundry room
11 00 am to 1:00 pm. 295.6893.
Village Apartments. 576 S 5th St

WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects Paper, thesis
development assistance. Qualified
writers. Editing. Resumes. Work
guaranteed. Reasonable. Berkeley.
1510)841-5036.

PROFESSIONAL WP.- RESUMES,
dissertations, papers. Laser printer.
Pick up/del. avail. Nikki 779-4113.

visit to the academy on Tuesday.
Gadhafi has said the West could wage war
against Libya over his refusal to hand over the
two suspects in the 1988 Pan Am bombing
which killed 270 people.

NEWS

QUIZ

Five correct - news stud. Three
to four - reads USA Today. One
to two -Where have you been?
0 Who was the guest at Bob
Rucker’s class Minorities and
the Media?
A What CSU campus might be
closed if there is no 40 percent
increase?
A What was the verdict for the
four officers involved in the
Rodney King beating?
0 What new movie is Tom
Cruise starring in this
summer?
0 Who won the primary in
Pennsylvania?
ANSWERS: (1) William Kiley, who videotaped his own beating (2) San Marcos (3) Not
guilty (4) "Far and Away" (5) Clinton and Bush
Edited by John Vieira, Daily wire editor
From Associated Press Wire Services

ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
your wordprocessing woes!
Reasonable rates.
Evenings and weekends.
Willow Glen area.
Ask about specials!
Call (408) 266.1460.
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Fast & dependable.
Flexible hours. WP 5.1
Noel -732.8612,
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar with APA/Turabian
formats. Science and English
papers our specialty. Free spell
check/storage. Low-cost editing
and graphics. Resumes and
other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 251.0449,
Professionally Prepared Resumes
in 24 hrs. $10.00 (incl. 6 copies).
Same day also available. 448.7651
AFFORDABLE a EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing! Term papers
reports, group papers, resumes,
letters, theses, laserprinter.
etc All formats plus APA.
Spellcheck. punctuation
& gramrnar assistance.
All work guaranteed!
Cell PAM 247.2681,
8am . 8pm, for worry free,
professional dependable service.
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
ON CAMPUS (Monday-Friday)
for all your TYPING needs.
OVER-NIGHT turn-around
for most papers
(with advance notice).
15 yrs. experience. Dependable!
$2.00 per double spaced page
Call Jude - 338.2279 (evenings)
IMPROVE YOUR GPA. PROF. W/P
Resumes. theses, papers, busness
plans. Grammar /spelling.
Transcription. Laser printer,
FREE Pick up & delivery
Low rates.
(408) 747.0335
WAY FRIENDLY HOME TYPIST
Near De Anita A Vallee
Shopping Center, off Bollinger.
Word Perfect / Laser Printer
OPEN EVERY DAY -24 HOURS!!
Suzanne: 446-5658
CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional
wordprocessing Theses, term
papers, group projects. etc.
All formats including AR
Quick return.
Transcription services available
Almaden / Branham area
Phone 2644504,

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work. APA &
Turabian Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBUSHING
Near Oakridge Mall
2244395.
PROFESSIONAL
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE.
Theses. term papers, reports
resumes, letters.
Save time - Fax your edits to me.
Quick return. 15 years experience.
WordPerfect 5.1, Laser printout
Call Mare at
971.6231.
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes.
letters & reports. All formats.
Steno service. Pick up and delNery
for large jobs. 20 years experience
MA in English - Phi Beta Kappa.
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 pm.
at 251-6775
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED.
PAPERS - $1.90/pg. and up
RESUMES -$12.00 and up
Macintosh II - Spell - Grammar
English problems a specialty’
Open evenings and weekends
VISA - MasterCard
408/254-4565.
BUDGET WORD PROCESSING
Excellent finished copy.
Experienced & Affordable
Term papers. Theses.
Manuscripts. WordPerfect 5.1
Call 3384038,
THE TYPESMITH offers word
processing on a Macintosh Ilx with
a Laser printer. I do term papers,
reports, resumes, letters
I am in the Cambrian area
Call loan at 448-3370
PROFESSIONAL TYPE SETTING:
term papers, theses,
resumes, letters,
advertisements, and flyers
Quality and prompt service
Call Fen at: (408) 247-3695.
STUDENT PAPERS & RESUMES.
Call Mrs. Morton 266-9448.
Expertise on AP& MLA, Turabian
formats. Will edit for correct
grammar, punctuation, &
sentence structure, prepare
tables, and graphs:
print out in attractive laser type
(Will also edit your DOS disk.)
International Students Welcome?
Willow Glen area Hrs 7a.-8:30p.

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
letter.)
ODOOODOODO ODOEJEDEIDEJEDIMODOOEICIO
LIEDEIODOOODO OODEIODOODOEIDEIODOEEDO
DOCIODOOODO ODOODOODOEDOODOOODOOEI
EIDEIDOODIODO ODOCIODOOODEICIODOODEJEIE1
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approxi mately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one

Please check ./
your classification:

Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

3

LINES ON ONE DAY

Two
Days

Three Four
Days Days

Five
Days

Address

3 lines

$5.00 $6.00

$7.00 $8.00

$9.00

City/Slate

4 lines

$6.00 $7.00

$8.00

$9.00

51ines

$7.00 $8.00

$9.00

$10.00 $11.00

61ines

$8.00 $9.00

$10.0O$11,00 $12.00

Ons
Day

Each addibonal day: $1.00
ALL ISSUES

5-9 linos: $70.00* 10-14 lines: $90.00
15-19 linos: $110.00

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

4

itt

_Automotive
_Computers
For Sale

$10.00

Each additional line: $1.00

SEMESTER RATES,

Announcements

Phone
(

5

highs in the mid 70s.

FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
mak. no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied, The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings era not approved or
vorlfied by the newspaper.

Thursday, April .10, 1992

)

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classified desk Is located In Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication
Consecutive publications dales only No refunds on cancelled ads

Greek
Help Wanted
_Housing
Lost and Found
Services
Stereo
Travel
_WordprOcessing
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KING: Campus reaction varied between anger and relief
From Front Page
It saddens me but doesn’t surprise me,"
said, Steven Millner, professor of Afro-American studies at &1St J. "It reinforces the notion
that America has had a racial problem for centuries, and California is most American."
"It sent me a message that if I, as an
African American, am perceived as being a
danger, that’s enough to get me killed," said
Savandar Parker, director of Student Affirmative Action at SJSU.
"The videotape seemed irrefutable proof of
excessive force and assault," said John
Markham, professor of criminal law and criminal procedure at Santa Clara University.
The verdict "undermines confidence and
equal justice," he said, and gives "rogue law
officials a green light" that excessive brutality
will go unpunished.
"It sends a message to minorities that they

story" Baron said. "What America sees looks horrible, but they
don’t know what went through
the officers’ minds and what went
on before the incident.
"And I believe what acquitted
the officers was what went on
before the beating"
John Markham
Many others, however, were
Professor, Santa Clara University
shocked at the verdict. Ken Shaw,
an electrical designer visiting
campus, was speechless for several moments
scene, must have led the officers to believe that when he first heard the news.
"I don’t know what to say," he said. "I’m
he was under the influence of PCP, she said.
She said police officers have to make quick unhappy because it sets a precedent that the
decisions. Baron said from what she knew of state can trample on people and get away with
the case, King’s slurred speech, a lack of reac- it, which to me is the beginning of a fascist
tion to pain and stun guns must have been outlook."
"In my opinion, the jury should have been
ample evidence for the police’s judgment.
"The videotape is only one side of the more diverse" said Anthony Jones, a junior in

can be singled out for (Mita’ ueatment," Markham
said. While the Santa
Clara University law professor said he was surprised at the verdict, Jack
Kuykendall, a professor
of criminal justice at
SJSU, said his best guess
was that it would be a
hung jury.
"The videotape showed about 60 seconds
out of an event that had a before and an after"
Kuykendall said.
The defense must have showed evidence
evidence that the general public did not see
to create a doubt in the jury’s mind that a crime
was committed, he said.
The high-speed car chase that preceded the
beating, as well as King’s behavior on the

’It sends a message to minorities that
they can be singled out for brutal
treatment. ’

international business.
There had been criticisms when the trial
was moved from Los Angeles to the mostlywhite, low crime Simi Valley, because people
felt the jury selected would be slanted toward
the officers.
But some students said the trial still hurt the
officers. "As far as I’m concerned, it’s ruined
the careers of four officers," Baron said.
Most of the people interviewed, however,
seemed appalled. "The verdict is out of the
ordinary," Markham said. "It defies clear visual
sense. You can’t watch that video and not be
appalled." Milkier painted a grim picture of the
situation. "Politicians will be outraged and will
issue eloquent proclamations. Inner-city residents will continue to simmer with bitterness,
resentment and anger."
"America will remain smug in its basic pattern."

ART: Students sell wares
From Front Page
expenses, will be divided among the
an groups and organizations.

nye and challenging
Irons a rolling
breast with a handle and fringe to
Goliath-sized mortar and pestle.

"I just put on my sweats and read a
book," she said.

"This is totally for the students by
the students," 1)avis said.

A curve of sand held seven smooth
sculptures of different geometric
shapes while nearby eight white torsos
took on the look of Easter Island
monoliths.

"At least! don’t have to listen to
any wolves:’

During times of budget cuts and
depressions, individuals have to group
together, and art can draw people of
the community together, he continued.
Sales have been good, and the Art
Quad attracted a continuous stream of
strollers to view the art.
The works are both fun, provoca-

In order to protect the sculptures
during the evening, two to four students slept in the tent on the An Quad
to protect the works.
Davis drew guard duty on Tuesday
night.

"Hopefully, we can keep this
going," said John Marcel, a graduate
student in fine arts, as he handled the
art sales.
Out in the quad Wednesday, the
killer bees rotated slowly while two
ceramic humans spoke using the dialogue bubbles of cartoon characters

PEACE: ’Only through justice’
From Front Page
world is not at peace’?"
Hamza Yousef, an Imam of the Santa Clara Mosque,
agreed.
"Peace can only be made through justice," he said.
Yousef substituted for scheduled speaker Yusef Salem who
was unable to attend.
"Getting to peace on a global level" continued Yousef,
"first we have to get to where there is peace within ourselves."
The Rev. William Woods, a Jesuit professor at Santa
Clara University, said this need for justice to achieve peace
displayed yet another common thread which was often evident during the dialogue.
"Peace must be built on the basis of justice in a world
where the personal and social consequences of sin are evident," Woods said. "Peace results from that harmony built
into human society by its divine founder and actualized by
human beings as the thirst after ever-greater justice"

Mira Zussman, coordinator of the Middle East Studies
program, which sponsored the event along with the Jewish
Student Union, Campus Ministries and the Muslim Student
Association, said she was very pleased with the turnout
"People are interested in learning," Zussman said. "Students want to know more about these religions.
Osama Abukhdair of the MSA said the dialogue was
educational for all.
"I never heard a Christian say what (Woods) said when
he talked about the religious misuse by Christians during
the Crusades,"Abukhdair said.
However, Woods acknowledged that throughout history.
Christians have not always acted in accordance to their
beliefs and justice is something not always passed on to
people of different faiths.
Yousef was equally as candid when the topic of the
Israeli State came up.
"I don’t accept the state of Israel, but I do accept Jews."
Yousef said. "It is not about Jews and Muslims"

$_1000
CASH

The Spa

This is Bob Lewis’s
gift to all SJSU students
when they buy a new
’92 Volkswagen GTI.
Use the $1000 for a
down payment, options
or whatever you want.
The choice is yours.

The 1992 Volkswagen Gil includes:
loo HP Engine
Recarro Type Seats
Fog lights
Rear Spoiler
Alloy Tear Drop Wheels

Base Price

Power Rack and Pinion
5 Year Powertrain Warranty
Fahrvergnugen

$11

1 10*

First Time Buyer
College graduate
Ask about our $3,000 cash
back on new ’92 Cabriolets
911 W. Capitol Expressway
San Jose (408) 265-4400

(Price excludes tax, options, doe., and license)

It can’t do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can he equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you’ll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgradeit can be installed in just minutes
and it’s affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you’re in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
\ _ It’ll be time well spent.

The new Apple’ Macintosh’ Classic" II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers
Alldilkked
and still find time for what makes college
IOU Will he
11111e IQwcaft
life real life.
Uoldev7
ail Vuldee
It’s a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that’s ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It’s a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive- disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disksallowing you to
exchange information easily with
I. i th 11 k k 1. k rVIod
almost any other kind of computer. I ttt t t ttWotti
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Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For all of your computer needs contact the
Spartan Bookstore Computer Dept. 924-1809
VISIT DURING APPLE FEST!
May 4 & 5 in Spartan Bookstore
Off
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REPORTERS:
Brooke Shelby Biggs

Today:
Campus:

Holocaust Memorial Day, accounts of a concentration camp survivor,
including a documentary film and a discussion on apathy and involvement. Guest speaker Dr. Glenn Earley will speak from 7 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. in the A.S. council chambers at the Student Union.

Concerts:

The Sketch Olives, a ska band, will perform for free in the Student
Union Amphitheatre at noon.

Dorothy Klavins
Cristal Niecterer
Scott Sady

CONTRIBUTING
PHOTOGRAPHERS:

URJ brings its rock/reggae/ska sound to the Spartan Pub. The show
starts at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free and bring identification. Ages 21
and over only.

Velina Nurse
MamnoJ. Sanchez
Scott Sady

auc-roRs:
Michele Ball, advertising
Hanh Schnittgrund, art director
Greg Campbell, production manager

ARTISTS:
Hanh Schnit(grund
Lisa Quinn

Friday:
Luis Miguel, Spanish pop artist, will perform traditional love songs at
the Event Center. The show starts at 8 p.m., and ticket prices range
from $25 to $40.
Movies: "K2" tells the story of two friends who go on a mountaineering expedition up K2, the second-highest mountain in the world. Along with the
mountain, the two conquer each other’s fears and goals. Plays at the
Century 23, read the review in Friday’s Spartan Daily.
Theater: "Squats" is a realistic, biting look into the world of the homeless
through the eyes of three teen-agers and their daily search for a place to
sleep. The SJSU production opens tonight at 8 p.m. in the University
Theatre. Admission is $9 and $6 for students.

Concerts:

ACCOUN7’ EXECU77VES:
Mike Cho

Saturday/Sunday:

Neelam Patel
Nader Saghafi
Ryan Case

COVER PHOTOGRAPH:
fry Scott Sady
Robert Wellington, 34, who has been
homeless in San Jose for five yam, walks
home after trading in his old sleeping bag
fora new one.

Concerts:

Saturday the thrasher band Exodus will be at One Step Beyond at
1400 Martin Ave. in Santa Clara. Opening bands are Vio-lence and The
Organization. Doors open at 8 p.m; show starts at 9 p.m. Tickets are $13
in advance and $15 at the door. All ages welcome.
Sunday the Associated Students Program Board presents the 12th
Annual Fountain Blues Festival at Rower Lawn. The festival starts at
noon and admission is free. Bands include: Rod Piazza and the Mighty
Flyers, Little Charlie and the Nightcats, Junior Watson, Lynwood Slim
Blues Band, The Bobby Murry Band, The Gary Smith Blues Band, Little John Chrisley and Ginny Sakellar.
Comedy: Saturday comedians Sue Murphy, Micky Joseph and Margaret Cho
will be at Rooster T. Feathers, located at 157 W. El Camino in Sunnyvale. Shows at 8 :30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Tickets are $10. Ages 21 and
over only.
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College students
know television
1 don’t know if y’all caught it, but the last issue of TV Guide had
an extremely insulting article about college students’ viewing habits
If their polls hold true, maybe most college students ARE as zany.
wild and shallow as the legends tell (present company at this fine
institution excepted, as usual).
It seems that, by interviewing some TOTALLY Greek students at
lIarvard, Springfield College in Massachusetts, Barnard College and
Columbia University in New York, the little rag made sane vast and
wild generalizations about all college students in America Thank you
very much ... not.
Courtesy of Roper College Track, a company that measures collegians’ attitudes on every issue under the sun, here’s the breakdown of
what we (sic) watch:
1. "Cheers"
2. "The Simpsons"
3. ’The Cosby Show"
4. "Beverly Hills, 90210"
6. (4-way he) "Days of Our
Lives"
"A Different World"
"In Living Color"
"Married ... With Children"
10. (2-way tie) "Late Night
with David Letterman"
"L. A. Law"
Ooh, some deep and
Brooke Shelby Biggs
meaningful stuff there.
Besides, the question of
how relevant is this poll is a good one. College Track says 92 percent
of college students watch regularly, but they only watch an average of
17 hours per week, well under the national average of 30 hours per
week.
Of course, this is partially attributable to the fact that the latter figure is a Neilsen product, but the former is not
Neilsen doesn’t
measure "out-of-home" viewers, which include dorm residents. Considering only the truly masochistic dorm dweller would move into his
cell without a 12-inch escape valve, that’s an unfortunate and significant oversight.
So who cares what we watch? Awarding to a TV Guide interview
with a Fox executive, it’s because we’re experimental little buggers.
(All right, so maybe it’s true, but we’re usually not thinking in terms
of TV.)
We flip the dial for just the right trash to zone out on. This habit,
according to Fox, makes us "cutting edge" viewers. More like we’ve
been whacked in the head by facts all day and want something thoroughly unchallenging.
And is it just me, or is it a real stretch to call a show that’s been on
"Clams, our very most favoritest show "cutting
for 10 years
edger’
Other curious findings in the Guide include a male-female comparison of the jam-packed Thursday night viewing options. Five of
the top 10 college shows play that night, often in competition.
Word has it you can put your money on the women glued to cuuuuuuuties I.uke Perry and Jason Priestley on "Beverly Hills, 90210"
while the men are off identifying with the macho Ted Danson on
"Cheers."
Apparently it’s the freaks among us who flip over for "L.A. Law"
or "A Different World."
And I have to wonder what self-respecting college student has an
hour in the middle of every weekday when they aren’t working, going
to class or studying to keep up with "I)ays of Our Lives."
Of course, we here at SJSU have that work ethic those spoiled private school wimps could never even imagine. Now I’m not saying
that the average SJSU student watches enriching animal documentaries and informative current issues debates on PBS. To be honest, I
have no idea what you all watch.
My point is that I like most of the SJSU students I’ve come across,
and you just don’t seem like the vacuum-head types. If you are, please
don’t tell me.

Tube Talk

Julia Duffy is leaving "Designing
In other news, it’s official
Women." It is probably for the best, since her character was too cold
and unlikable.
But don’t blame it on Duffy; blame it on the writers, especially
creator Linda Bloodworth-Thomason. She succeeded in running out
1)elta Burke last year, losing a real jewel, and seems intent on bringing her wonderful show to its knees piece by piece.
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’The Simpsons’ say goodbye to ’Cosby’
Last year, the venerable comedi- Weekly wearing a Bart Simpson TLOS ANGFI FS (AP) Time
has proven that Fox Broadcasting an announced that the 1991-92 sea- shin.
Tonight’s Simpsons episodes are
Co. wasn’t being foolhardy when it son would be his final one. He had
put a cartoon against NBC’s patriar- acknowledged the Simpsons’ push indicative of what has won this bitappearing,
very adult-themed cartoon a
good
humor,
once
in typical
chal "The Cosby Show."
For the last two years, the bick- ing on the cover of Entertainment prominent place in pop culture.
ering Simpsons have held their own
against the excruciatingly nice
Huxtables. In this, the final season
of Bill Cosby’s eight-year dynasty,
"The Simpsons" have passed him
several times in the weekly rankings
film of diazling visual splendor"
t
#.:$
, is,
.
race.
,,
-Lend ewe. $11MITIA
True to form, Fox has scheduled
7,1
a special, 60-minute presentation of
"The Simpsons" to do battle with
tonight’s hour-long farewell episode
of "The Cosby Show."
To this, Fox also has added an
uncharacteristic display of humility:
.4 comedy of character experav realked in performances
The back-to-back Simpsons
’i g #
Mai makt am on the vreen runt or in the recent past.7
episodes beginning at 8 p.m. are
_Iince.r (,,,b, no %fir NM WS
reruns.
The would-be network even
went a step further: The Simpson
shows will be followed by an on -air
-SF C.HRONICLE & EXAMINER, NEWSDAY
farewell to Cosby frcon Homer and
-LOS ANGF.LFS TIMF.S, NEW YORK POST
Ban.
-OSA 701:14 V. SANJOSE MERCURY NEWS
Fox can now afford to be charitable.
miR( iiM i%0R1
Volumes were written in 1990
tenni i 11001
when Fox took its biggest hit, which
occupied a cushy Sunday time slot,
NO PASSES, COUPONS OR DISCOUNT CARDS UNTIL 5 3
and moved it to Thursdays at 8
p.m., a 30-minute time period from
3RD SMASH SAT SUN I 00 1 00 I 00 9 AO
which other NBC competitors had
2100 .00
MC MAT 1st SNOW SAT A SUN
36 5 ...St
WEEK!
run screaming.
Nothing had been able to dislodge Cosby’s stranglehold. The
upwardly mobile Iluxtables had
ANGELES TIMES
Kevin Thomas, LOS
established themselves as one of
America’s favorite TV households.
But "Ile Cosby Show" already
had experienced a slight decline in
A WORK SO EXQUISITE IT IS A REMINDER
ratings when "The Simpsons"
.
OF CLASSIC CHINESE ART."
es, ant C.C.140 S. MIES
moved their animated belongings to
their new home on the prime-time
schedule.
Cosby had grown tired of the
demands of making a weekly series.
A FILM BY ZHANG YIMOU
Critics began to write that the
.
-scripts had grown tired, too. (01 nohnn.......... ax......
MOCineb...
course, other critics wrote that Fox’s
FRI AM (05 I 35 00015
. ,:.----/....... ,..3 2nd 4 Son Cod*,
IL
SAT SUN 2 00 4 30 7 05 535
move was absolutely suicidal.)
998.3300
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left ivy tones, who plays thilly, and Gregory Dodds, who plays Charlie, attempt suicide after learning one of them is infected with AIDS

Play looks at life on the streets
’Squats’ examines homelessness through eyes of three teens
By Dorothy Klavhts
Daily staff writer

’It’s a social issue we all need to be
aware of. When I got here, I saw a lot of
homeless people right outside. We didn’t
even have to go far.’

Three teenagers are walking the streets. They’re
looking for a place to survive the night a place to
squat.
Opening May I, SJSU’s University Theatre will
look at the desperate existence of the homeless in Martin Jones’ play, "Squats." Revolving around three young
people, the playwright has written a biting drama portraying the ugliness of life on the start
"’Squats’ is a show I brought to the department."
said Buddy Butler, professor of theater arts and director
of the play.
Butler was an acting coach on the first performance of the
play in Portland. Maine in 1988.
Originally from Ohio. Butler is in his first semester at
SJS11. lie came to the department with both a professional and
teaching in Maine and
educational lxickground including
working with Jones on "Squats."
"When (SJS10 hired me as director of theater, I wanted to
make sure we was doing something that has relevancy," But-

"Squats" is harsh. All the "no-no" words are spoken in the first five minutes of the play. Butler and
the cla,ss talked for a week without touching the
script Articles about the homeless were brought in
to discass. People from area food banks and shelters also talked with them. They looked at including additional members to round out the background scenes.

"My purpose was to find that look of diversity
to say that homelessness is beyond race. It crosses
all lines and makes you amity poor," Butler said.
Director of ’Squats’
"It is as equal opportunity abuser."
One of the expanded pans is Sally, a donut shopper worker. Jacqui Batrcz, a junior in theater,
ler said. Ile likes "Squats" because the play is culturally diver- plays Sally. "Sally lives with odes," Batrez explained. While
Sally feels sorry for the homeless, they also represent a danger.
sified. addresses a social issue and speaks to young people.
"Otherwise, 1 could be like them," Batrez said ’about her
Butler said
"It’s a social issue we all need to be aware
staring out the window. "When I got here, I saw a lot of home- character.
"People think of the homeless people as dangerous, but
less people right outside. We didn’t even have to go far."
they’re really victims. Choices make them criminals," Buller
But how do you get a group of students to turn into homeless people for three hours every day? Plus the language of
See ’SQUATS,’ Page 5
Buddy Butler

or
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’Squats’ takes a realistic
look at homelessness
From page 4
explains. "’Squats’ is survivability.
Will they live through the evening?
Will they get raped?"
Enrique Domiquez, a senior in
theater arts, and one of the actors in
"Squats" found how slender the
margin can become between himself and the homeless.
Recently, he lost his home forcing him to go on homeless assistance in order for his family to stay
off the streets. A big man with a full
beard, he smiles about his own troubles.
"I have a new understanding of
the characters in the play,"
Dotniquez said.
Playing an older man, who uses
his saxophone and music to find
relief from the hurt and pain,
Domiquez understands survivability.
"I could relate to him. He
observes others around him and has
a good understanding of other
humans" Domiquez said.
The show does not have
answers. As Butler explains, if the

playwright had an answer, the problem could be solved.
Instead Butler, explores the layers of homelessness using a variety
of metaphors which include the layers of clothing worn by the homeless to keep warm, the levels of
society in the world, and the conditions that lead to homelessness
alcohol abuse, co-dependency,
drugs, AIDS, etc. Even the set is
layered.
Using platforms to carry out the
motif of layers, Dusty Reeds, professor of theater and set designer,
has created a set with nooks for the
characters to hide or squat in. The
layers start with a car below stage
level and wodc their way almost to
the ceiling, where the hospital
scenes are played.
"There are niches and places for
them to disappear in," Reeds said.
"The hard part is the sheer bulk.
There’s so much here a lot of
set." She points to all the backstage
stairs and platforms required to
move the cast onto the various levels.

.,

-41

"It’s a little more difficult to light
because of the all the areas," said
Todd Fouyer, technical supervisor
and lighting designer.
He is responsible for making
sure each nook has the right amount
of light when the action is in that
area. We see the homeless people
on television or in the newspaper,
Butler explains.
But he feels, we don’t see the
every day existence which is pictured in "Squats"
"The hardest part is getting to
the ugliness of it the realism of it
and not doing a disservice to
these people," Butler said. "It’s
amazing, since working on this
play, how aware you are of things
around you. For example, how.
much food we waste," Butler griniaces and puts his hands over his
face. "How this just doesn’t make
any sense."
"Squats" will run May 1, 2, 7, 8,
9 at 8 p.m. and May 6 at 2 p.m.
Regular ticket prices are $9 for
adults and $6 for students and
seniors. Call 924-4555.
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Robert Wellington, right, and friend Scott Heinrich wake up at their new home

Life on the streets

home?

for now beside the

train tracks near Auz_erais Street

how some survive

Story and photos by Scott Sady
A light drizzle sank to the
ground causing the air under the
freeway to smell like a stack of
moldy newspapers. The morning
was cold and gray, but Robert had
been up for nearly two hours cleaning his home in preparation for visitors.
"Threaten me with a good time
will they:: mumbled Robert as he
stuffed reels of stripped -copper
wiring into a small plastic bucket
for recycling.
his friends
Robert Wellington
call him Satan because of a large
pentagram tattooed on his right
shoulder is 34 years old and has
been homeless in San Jose for the
last five of those years. His "home"
is a makeshift camp under Interstate
280, across from the Children’s

Discovery museum. Wellington’s
house is a lent.
Life under a freeway
Six people live under the freeway near him, and there is no peace
and quiet.
The road above is a steady mar,
and the random crashes of nearby
construction is enough to set the
strongest nerves On edge.
Because of the rain, dust is not a
problem today.
With the warm weather however, it clogs your nose and grinds in
your teeth from dawn until dusk.
Wellington has a sleeping bag
donated by one of the missions
which is enough to keep him warm
on cold nights.

The visitors for whom Wellington is waiting are officers from the
San Jose Police 1.)epartment street
crimes division, who promised one
week ago to return today and issue
trespassing citations to everyone
who remained under the freeway.
"Every year it’s like a chess
game," Wellington said, "spring
time comes, then come people
bringing gifts and work, followed
by the newspapers and TV and
finally the police."
Dodging the police is old hat to
Wellington.
"They keep at it about a month,"
he said.
During summer he can sleep
anywhere and during winter the
police generally let the homeless
camps be.

Getting a meal is not a problem
just a hassle.
A majority of the day is spent
walking from one feeding site to
another. The walks take hours, but
what eLse is there to kill the intense
boredom caused by life on the
streets?
At exactly 8:30 am., five officers sporting the characteristic yellow windbreakets of street crimes
division, emerged through the bushes. Wellington recognizes most of
them.
"How come you’re still here?"
asked Officer Berbons in a polite,
almost joking voice.
"Where am I supposed to go?"
answered Wellington.
"Why not Santa Clara?" was the
MAY

As an option, the officers
explained that they had received
word just that morning, Wednesday
April 15, that there were beds available at the Montgomery Street
Shelter.
Yet, according to Dee Ramirez,
manager of the shelter, there been
no beds available since April 3.
In addition to that, Ramirez said
that there was m) possible way that
anyone
including the officers
could have found out whether there
were spaces available that early in
the morning.
Lieutenant Acktrina Amoroso of
San Jose Police street crimes division explained the discrepancy.
"If people think there is no legitimate place to stay, then they won’t
bother looking and if that means
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they have to go outside the county to find a place to stay, then
that’s it," said Amoroso.
tuncreso is just doing what she is told to do.
She thinks that most officers realize that if they miss a few
paychecks, they may be homeless too.
"I can’t call off the mayor," Amoroso explained, "I just
wish the media would put the responsibility on other cities!’
According to estimates quoted by Amoroso, San Jose provides 85 percent of services and shelter space in the county
without having nearly 85 percent of the population.
This belief is frighteningly reminiscent of the nunblings
that led San Francisco Mayor Frank Jordan to make public on
April 27, his plan to turn San Francisco into a city where it is
"difficult to be homeless in"
San Francisco doesn’t want them, San Jose doesn’t want
them and the surrounding communities lack the resources to
deal with them. Maybe, as Mayor Hammer hopes, if we
ignore the problem, it will go away.

her 3-and-a-half-year-old
daughter, Alicia, eventually ended up at the San
Jose Family Shelter.
"There was no privacy," Davey recalled,
"even the showers were
open:’
Davey and her daughter were forced onto the
streets every morning at
8:30 a.m., rain or shine,
and couldn’t return until
4 p.m. Alicia stopped
eating shortly after they
moved into the shelter.
"It was her way of
protesting what was happening to her," Davey
said. They remained in
How one woman ended up on the streets
the shelter for two
months.
Tell that to Susan Davey.
Davey and her daughDavey is a 39-year-old mother of three whose nightmarish
fall to the streets was a case of Murphy’s Law to the ninth ter were eventually taken
in by a helpful family
power.
that was unfortunately
It all began when she decided to go to school.
blinded by the stigma of
resident,
rented
a
home
in
the
Davey, a lifelong San Jose
Cambrian Park area, from which she ran a successful business. homelessness.
"They thought that
She gradually became tired of working at home and decided to enroll in school. She took out a loan and rented out one because we were homeof her rooms to cover her expenses, then enrolled in West Val- less, I was not a good
parent," Davey said.
ley College.
In rapid succession, her oldest daughter moved out, taking "They tried to take over
with her the nun she was paying to help out, her son went into my child, which hurt me
the hospital for a lengthy stay and the Loma Priem earthquake and confused Alicia"
Davey has recently moved into a one-bedroom apartment,
struck, killing her dog, which had been with the family for 12
one block from SJSU. She worries that if the landlord finds
years.
Davey was in shock. She was hit repeatedly when she was out that she was homeless, he might not continue to rent to
her.
down.
When her PG&E bill came, she couldn’t pay it because she
had spent all of her money on her son’s medical expenses.
Stigma of homelessness hurts some
They turned off the electricity, making it impossible for her
"The stigma (attached to homelessness) just hurt us when
to continue renting a room."If I had a resource just to get the
lights on, I could have rented out a room, or two rooms," said we were already down," Davey said. Her rent is $595 per
month. Her Aid to Families with Dependent Children check is
Davey. But those resources never surfaced.
After six months of cold showers and candlelight, Davey $535. Governor Wilson recently proposed a 25 percent cut in
moved her family into a motel, "to spare the owner of the AFDC spending. This would cut Davey’s monthly check to
house from going into debt." It would be two-and-a-half years $401.25. Davey is already eating at free shelters so that she
before she would again have a room of her own. Davey and can cash her food coupons and spend them on rent and bus

Wellington table setting: a wine bottle to
hold the candles for
community
light,
cup, and an ashtray
for the smokers.
fare. Davey has two more semesters left at West Valley. If
Gov. Wilson’s proposed cuts take place, Davey, and many
suuggling families like hers, will be forced to join Wellington
and the tens of thousands of people like him who are already
on San Jose’s streets.
Davey is holding her breath that she’ll be able to finish
school.
Meanwhile, Wellington sells loses for $15-$20 per day and
doesn’t complain.
Mike Roberts, vice president of the Homeless Alliance,
said most of us are no more than two paychecks from the
street.
The only difference between you and I and Davey and
Wellington is that they missed theirs.
Wellington talks to officers from San Jose Police
Department’s
street
crimes division who
came to his home under
Interstate 280 to force
him to relocate.
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Bringing
the world
and its
cultures
together
African Rain mixes styles
to produce new sound

Marcio J. Sanchez

Daily staff photographer

African Rain members Larry Gill ,left, Wendie Jo Wilson and Emma Sottardi joke during rehersal
By Christal Niederer
Daily staff writer

Go ahead. I dare you. Try to listen to Bob Culbertson and African
Rain without dancing.
With their mix of traditional and
conventional instruments and
rhythms, the band’s message is
about bringing the world and its cultures together. Culbertson said.
"We’re not trying to be an
African band, per se," he said. Ma
hybrid of African, rock and pop, the
band is trying to introduce African
influence in music and bridge the
cultural gap in a palatable way.
The 14 -member band offers
many distinct sounds, but somehow
they all blend together and complement each other. Dillicult to classify, their songs alternately sound like
jazz, reggae or plain pop rock.
Culbertson, an SJSU graduate,
plays guitar as well as the Chapman
stick, a 10-stringed instrument that
combines bass and guitar. ’Die stick
adds to the band’s unique sound.
More melodic than the guitar, the
stick has an almost keyboard-like
quality. It is played with two hands
by the touch method, similar to a
piano, instead of strumming like a
guitar.
With eight vocalists, the stick,
electric guitar and bass, drums. congas, saxophone, wind synthesizer,
keyboards and more, it’s almost
hard to believe the music isn’t
mined by the competition between
all the different sounds.
"You can come up with something. and think it’s going to sound
good and it won’t. And sometimes
you’ll play something and you’ll
say, ’that’s not going to work,’ and
it works great," Culbertson said.
When it does work, the result is
a harmonious, upbeat song that
makes you want to move.
Peppered with references to
savannas and other African images,
the hand’s material generally deals

with positive messages of hope and
The one song that truly breaks
social change.
the mold is "Cairo Cantina" The
The band’s ideal of a harmo- wind synthesizer played by Rick
nious world is reflected in songs Yamashno fills the air, eerily comsuch as "New Imagination."
plimenting the sultry voice of
"Now every morning 1 wake up Emma Sottardi. The song paints a
with a clearer dream/ I see happy, picture of the dark world of arms
happy children educated and plenty and dregs deals.
of food to eat/ I see a world living in
When the beat picks up again,
peace and prosperity/ I see broken vocalists Larry Gill and Wenclie Jo
things fixed and all fears set free/ Wilson, an SJSU graduate, jump
everyday now I’m planting the around during rehearsal to synchroseeds/ of my new imagination/ life nized dance steps. The floor rumcan be just what you see/ new imag- bles from the energy of the band.
"Sometimes we come up with
ination/ act on the dreams you
stuff on stage on the spur of the
believe."
Songs such as "One World," moment," Gill said. "I gotta move."
"New World Dance" and "Spirit of Sometimes the other vocalists try to
the World" further the band’s mes- copy their steps, or else they sway
sage of bringing the world together or move to their own style.
more through changing attitudes
Lead vocalist Holly Phillips, a
than by protesting.
junior at Santa Teresa High School,
"We talk about world problems usually ends up prancing about
and political problems, but we do playfully. Full of smiles, it’s easy to
try to be upbeat," Culbertson said. see she loves being in the front.
"I like to do things in a subtle,
agreeable fashion"
Even a love song such as "Over
All," a story of a man returning to
his loved one to work out their
changing relationship, brings into it
a spiritual sense of peace and guidance.
"And up there in the sky and
A drinking person’s bar!
deep inside/ my faith burns like a
Where Fraternities
satellite/ over all/ I feel this thing
& Sororities meet!
that’s shining through/ over all/ it’s
No drugs or fighting!
part of me, it’s part of you/ over all/
69 E. San Fernando
there’s something that is shining
over us all."
corner of 2nd)
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:HINESE CUISINE- FOOD TO GO
’Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
*Box Lunches To Go
)gt N DAILY
Lunch & Dinner
i 40-9,00 P.M.
-Catering Available
294.3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd & 4th Streets

Instead of formally choreographing their performances, the band
members move in a way that is natural and fun. Culbertson said.
For a quick introduction to the
Chapman stick’s sound, listen to
"Ivory Coast," a solo by Culbertson,
or the jazzier "Kilimanjaro," both
on African Rain’s self-titled album.
Culbertson’s interest in the stick
began when he saw the inventor,
Emmett Cliapman, play it. Besides
the unique sound, "you actually
have more notes that you can play
with it," he said.
With only about 3,000 of the
instruments in existence, "it’s not
real commercial," Culbertson said.

"It’s not well-known in a famous
band yet you don’t have a rock
star playing it," he said.
The band will be performing
with Babatunde Olatunji on Saturday at De Anza College. Olatunji
won a Grammy with Planet Drum
in the best world beat category, Culbertson said, and he has played with
such musical greats as the Grateful
Dead and Carlos Santana. Olatunji
will be featured on African Rain’s
second album scheduled to be
released July 15.
After the show, audience members are invited to bring their own
percussion to join in a drum circle
with the band.

TIED HOUSE
Cafe & Brewery
An American Beerhall
Taste our GOLD MEDAL winner Tied House Dark,
our SILVER MEDAL winner Tied House Dry,
and our SIX other fresh, handcrafted brews
65 N. San Pedro
San Jose
408 295 -BREW
954 Villa St.
Mountain View
415 965 -BREW
Paeilie Marina
Alameda
510 521-4321
FREE PARKING IN SAN JOSE! (kind of)
Show at your dated parking stub and we’ll
subtract the parking fee from your tab when you buy
2 entrees OR a minimum $10 beverage parchase
Not valid truth any other promotion or offer

